Distribution of Individual & Junior Members by Age and Number of Women per Member Country

Please note: the blank space above some countries accounts for those members whose ages we do not have recorded in our database. All data used is from the database statistics in December 2021. We also have 19 members from non-member countries who are not included.
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Active Members from Countries with 1-19 Members

Next to each country name: total number of active members

In white within graph: number of women per country in a given age-range
Active Members from Countries with 20-99 Members

- Next to each country name: total number of active members
- In white within graph: number of women per country in a given age-range

%
Active Members from Countries with 100-399 Members

Next to each country name: total number of active members

In white within graph: number of women per country in a given age-range
Active Members from Countries with 400+ Members

- In black above each graph: total number of active members
- In white within graph: number of women per country in a given age-range